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ABSTRACT
Purpose. This study aimed at determining what relationships exist between the determinants of team play efficiency (cooperation) for creating scoring situations in volleyball and the sporting level of a team. These relationships take into consideration the number of players who cooperate within a team and the speed at which sets are performed. Methods. The study gathered observational data on how three leading male volleyball teams, namely Brazil, Russia and Serbia, played in the semi-finals of the 2010 World League, finishing first, second and fourth, respectively. The research tool was a self-made data registration sheet which included the description of the chosen variables, namely the type of plays used and how sets were formed, and the criteria for their quantification. The collected results were presented as tables and indexes. An interdisciplinary interpretation of the results was conducted, which included a qualitative identification of the dependencies that existed between the chosen variables. Results. The efficiency of team cooperation when solving situational problems in the offense was not significantly different in the analysed teams. The prevailing activities during the game were those performed in the 2nd tempo, i.e. team play requiring the coordination and synchronization of three players. Players’ activity as well as the performance efficiency of the sets they performed in the 2nd tempo increased along with an increase in the sporting efficiency of the examined teams. In the case of sets performed in the 3rd tempo, activity and the efficiency of coordination declined along with the growth of sports efficiency. The suggested indexes of the employment and application of synergy enable us to determine its level within the teams which differ in regards to sports efficiency. A diagnostic value of the index of synergy usage, which is determined by the efficiency of sets in various paces, is higher than a diagnostic value of the index that is determined by the activity of team play. Conclusions. Nowadays, sport teams, especially those which play volleyball at the highest world level, are characterized by a high level of dynamic organization of players’ activities, which is manifested in the game with the high efficiency of team play when solving situational problems in the offense, particularly with the use of two or three players conducted in the 1st and 2nd tempos.
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Introduction

The factors determining sports efficiency or sporting level are established within the context of sporting skills by analysing the results obtained in qualified competition. In the case of team sports where the skills needed in competition are determined by pro-team, personality-related, intellectual and motor dispositions, an analysis of the determinants of sports efficiency is particularly complex [1–4].

A review of the numerous studies available on sports efficiency in team sports indicates that the factors that have had an effect on sporting level are interpreted in the Cartesian way and analysed separately. In some studies motor skills were determined as the most important factors, as in Spieszny and Żak [5], Latash [6], Stepinski et al. [7]. The role of fitness abilities were examined, among others, by Hoffman et al. [8], Bittenham [9], Klocek and Żak [10]. Coordination abilities were regarded as particularly important by, among others, Ljach and Waśkiewicz [11]. To a broader extent, other factors determining efficiency in team sports were considered, such as players’ mental dispositions, both personality-related [12, 13] and intellectual [14, 15].

On the other hand, both in practice and in research, analysis on players’ efficiency is restricted to individual assessments without any attempts to calculate the meaning of the team context. Such an approach is presented by, among others, Dembiński [16], Beal [17], Huciński and Tymiński [18]. Here, team efficiency is regarded as a set of individual aspects of efficiency rather than a set of mutually dependent individual efficiency levels. It is believed that assessments obtained in such a method are not entirely objective because they do not take into consideration the mutual interaction of the players, that is, the influences and relations which have an essential influence on efficiency, as far as team play is concerned.

A sports team is an sum exceeding its parts, one cannot perceive players in isolation from one other. An explanation of a sports team’s actions requires an integral approach that treats the team of players as a dynamic system. Such a description is necessary in order to take into account the social and material-based relationships and influences, which can be better known as synergy, that occur in such a system [2, 19–22].
For example, in sports competition, the football and volleyball teams representing Poland in international competitions were perceived by their coaches in such a synergic way (Kazimierz Górski for the football team and Hubert Wagner for the volleyball team). When time came to select players for the national teams these coaches selected the best two- or three-player groups they saw that worked effectively in local teams, not just single individuals, to be put on the roster. In this way the positive effects of two-person and three-person synergies were introduced to the new team. These relationships were further developed by their training and in their parent clubs. The teams later showed high sports efficiency, being that they treated the teams in a synergic way as systems of cooperating sub-subjects, i.e. as two-player and three-player groups. This was opposed to the individualized perception of players (which is unfortunately common), which treats the team as set of subjects with individual skills.

The characteristic feature of present-day sports teams, in particular those which play volleyball, is the high degree of organization needed in the dynamic play and actions taken by each of the players. Panfil [2], defining the game of sport, states that it is composed of both the surprising and anticipated plays and actions of a team cooperating with its offensive, counter-offensive and defensive elements. These elements are performed by the all of the participants of the game aimed at achieving a number of individual, common and opposing goals based on the accepted rules of the game (regulations and strategy). In the context of this study, the skills in resolving game situations are systems (sequences) of actions taken by the players with respect to goals of the game, that is, the deliberate sequences of actions in two-player and three-player groups and played at various tempos. In the case of volleyball, it is game rules that determine the dominant influence of the effects of team play between two or three players in offensive, counter-offensive or defensive systems on the achieved results.

The organizational relations of a sports team are determined by spatial dependencies, that is, by the type of coordinated actions taken by its team members, and time dependencies, as the degree of synchronization of these actions. Team play carried out at the highest level of synchronization and coordination introduces new qualities to the team, allowing for the effective realization of the goals in the game. The level of synchronization and coordination of team play in the game depends on selecting the time, place and method of play of a given player with respect to the time, place and method of play of his/her teammates [22].

Therefore, the logical basis for analysing the efficiency of team play would be a five-factor calculation of the performed actions which are absolutely dependent on each other, these factors (marked by the symbols g, p, c, s and w) are:

- **g** – the cooperating players identified in two-player or three-player sets
- **p** – the space available to effectively play, defined by situational factors
- **c** – the goal of coordinating team play
- **s** – the way of executing the sets
- **w** – the result of coordinated team play

On the basis of this predicate, we can define the two-player and three-player sets used by the offense of a volleyball team, and find:

- **g** – stands for the type of sets executed in the game
- **p** – are factors determining the space available to play in, including organizational and infrastructural factors
- **c** – the goal is to create scoring situations by the offense
- **s** – is the way of synchronizing and coordinating team play
- **w** – the result, which points to the level of team play efficiency

Identifying the synergy level in the two-player and three-player offense sets was also carried out on the basis of the following different factors:

- **a** the number of players participating directly in the sets
  - from 2 to 3
- **b** the goal of the play, i.e. creating scoring situations
- **c** the type of synchronization in the sets:
  - advancing (active),
  - following (reactive),
- **d** the type of coordination that takes advantage of the available space in the sets:
  - gaining (changing) the position of the players,
  - maintaining the same position by the players,
- **e** the type of pass used in the play:
  - short (fast, underhand),
  - long (slow, overhead).

All of the presented determinants differentiate the levels of synergy in the sets used in creating scoring situations in volleyball [21].

A high level of synergy in the sets creates a new value and known sometimes as the so-called winning and fast sets, characterized by: the participation of three players, gained game space, changes in the occupied position, performing fast passes and is considered an advancing (active) set. Examples of these sets in volleyball are: fast sets performed in the “second tempo”, e.g. the shifted short, short from the back (the so-called pipe). An average level of synergy in sets (creating an added value quality) are groups of sets characterized by the participation of two players who change positions by the player who is the hitter and making short advancing passes. The examples of the sets in volleyball are playing the ball in the so-called “first tempo” in the attacking line. A low level of synergy is shown in the so-called maintaining, “slow” sets. These sets are...
characterized by the participation of two players, they maintain their occupied positions, they perform a long, high pass and is synchronized sequentially. Examples of these sets in volleyball are a high pass to a player in zones II or IV in the so-called “third tempo”.

Based on the presented circumstances, the objective of this study were formulated and research questions postulated to better analyse the problem. The goal of the study was to define the relationships between the determinants of team play efficiency in creating scoring situations in volleyball and the sporting level, considered within the context of the number of teammates and “tempo” at which they performed the sets.

1. Are there any differences in team play efficiency for teams presenting high but differentiated sports efficiency?
2. To what extent is the activity of team play in the two­player and three­player sets connected with team efficiency in volleyball?
3. Did the studied teams differ with respect to the use of offense sets played in the first, second and third tempo?
4. To what extent does the level of synergy in two­player and three­player sets differentiate team efficiency in volleyball?

Material and methods

The inspirations for the development of this method stemmed from both practical and methodological circumstances. From a practical point of view, there is no method of objectively identifying exceptional cases (phenomena, processes, conditions) that take into consideration a number of pragmatic issues. The inspiration for the methodological influence came from the scientific method used in economic, social psychology or pedagogical science known as the case study, or the analysis of an individual case.

Therefore, the proposed method is an original research procedure taking into account the situational and system-based dimensions of the study, a pragmatic perception of the research and in particular the obtained results, and their interdisciplinary dimension. This method allows for the analysis of complex entities (subjects) which can be the subject of interest in any number of applied sciences, e.g. medicine, economy, pedagogy or sport, and regarded as exceptional, that is, distinguished by unique progression or regression or regarded as unique in the sense of being ideal or regressive. The uniqueness of the examined object may have a quantifiable dimension, e.g. a uniqueness in size, speed, stability or changeability, as well an effective dimension or a quality dimension, e.g. uniqueness of organization, skills, competence or attractiveness.

The structure of the research procedure

1. Justification for the uniqueness of the selected case studies (a complex subject or object)
   1.1. Research instruments:
   – choosing a unique object by experts and justifying the choice
   – fulfilling the objective criteria of uniqueness
2. Choosing and describing hypothetic (variable) factors allowing the identification of the uniqueness of the examined phenomenon:
   a) choosing and describing the variables, e.g. actions, behaviours, dispositions,
   b) choosing and describing the criteria for analysing the variables, e.g. skills, efficiency
   2.1. Research instruments:
   – choosing the variables and criteria by experts
   – choosing the variables and criteria by brainstorming
   – describing the chosen variables and criteria allowing their quantification
3. Quantitative identification of the variables based on the accepted criteria
   3.1. Research instruments:
   – observing the factors, e.g. use of a recording sheet
   – basic statistical calculations
   – formalisations of the results, e.g. in the form of tables, figures or indices
4. The interdisciplinary interpretation of the results, based on the knowledge, imagination and intuition of the researchers by the qualitative identification of the dependencies between the variables and the uniqueness of the similarities and differences with respect to the accepted criteria (by taking into consideration average or unique cases)
   4.1. Research instruments:
   – interdisciplinary interpretation
   – formalisation of dependencies or relationships
5. Formulating practical directives which allow for the:
   – rationalization of the actions of the unique object under examination and those similar to it
   – systematic ordering of the knowledge about this unique phenomena

For this study, the data collected for analysis came from the three leading men’s volleyball teams, namely: Brazil, Russia and Serbia. The players from these teams competed with each other in the semi-finals of the 2010 World League, taking 1st, 2nd and 4th place, respectively (see Tab. 1).

Quantification of the observed differences of the teams’ sporting level included their direct competition
and world ranking, which confirmed the primacy of the team from Brazil.

Based on the number of players, it was found that the majority of plays were composed of two-player sets – with the playmaker and the central player, and three-player sets – the playmaker, central player (simulating an attacking action) and the hitter actually hitting the ball from a specific position on the court – left attack, right attack, right defence or central defence. Selinger [24] proposed a classification of the methods of creating sets by use of a time basis, which is defined by using the term “offense tempo”, namely:

- the first offense tempo, a low set, in which the height of the ball is set from 30 to 60 cm
- the second offense tempo, a middle set, in which the height of the ball is set from 60 to 120 cm
- the third offense tempo, a high set, which allows any number of actions by the hitter

Taking into consideration the number of players, the tempo of carrying out the attack sets and the spatial organization of the players in comparison to one other, a classification of the most frequently sets used in the men’s world volleyball was conducted (see Tab. 2).

The criteria which took into account the specific features of two-player and three-player sets and created a scoring situation were used in the analysis and interpretation of the obtained results. These criteria include: the activity, its efficiency and the reliability of team play as described by Panfil [2].

Thus the action in performing the sets was absolutely dependent on each other in order to create a scoring situation. It was determined based on the number of sets performed at various tempos by two or three players regardless of their result. On the other hand, efficiency was determined in a non-graded manner based on evaluating the conformity of the result with the executed goal. Hence, the determinant of team play efficiency was the number of sets which ended with a scoring a point by the team. Reliability was based on the index value calculated from the ratio of the number of effective sets to all executed sets, i.e. the sum of effective, ineffective and counter-effective sets.

By synthesizing the significance of team play efficiency in creating a scoring situation, two indices were constructed to assess the scope of the application and the use of synergy in the sets, determined on the basis of the ratio of the number of individual types of actions.

Thus, the synergies application index was defined (Wss), calculated on the basis of comparing the activities (A) of the groups in performing the various sets as the sum of the ratios of the number of completed sets with a lower level of complexity to the number of sets with a higher level of complexity, divided by 3:

\[
Wss = \left( \frac{\Sigma \text{III tempo}}{\Sigma \text{II tempo}} + \frac{\Sigma \text{I tempo}}{\Sigma \text{II tempo}} + \frac{\Sigma \text{III tempo}}{\Sigma \text{I tempo}} \right) : 3
\]

The second index which defined the importance of synergies was the index of using synergies (Wus), was based on the comparison of efficiency (S) of the teams in performing various sets as the sum of the ratios of the number of effectively completed sets with a lower level of complexity to the number of effective sets with a higher level of complexity, divided by 3.

\[
Wus = \left( \frac{\Sigma \text{Effectiveness, III tempo}}{\Sigma \text{Effectiveness, II tempo}} + \frac{\Sigma \text{Effectiveness, I tempo}}{\Sigma \text{Effectiveness, II tempo}} + \frac{\Sigma \text{Effectiveness, III tempo}}{\Sigma \text{Effectiveness, I tempo}} \right) \cdot 3
\]

### Results

Analysis of the results began with comparing the examined teams with respect to their efficiency, including the activity, efficiency and reliability of coordinated team play in the performed sets. Then, the efficiency of the teams was compared to the coordinated team play tempo. As a result, a rational attempt to determine the significance of synergies for the efficiency of volleyball was created.

The results presented in Table 3 do not significantly differentiate the individual teams. The values and indices shown, illustrating the scope of performing the two-player and three-player sets performed at various tempos, could on the other hand constitute a model mapping high sports efficiency and may be a reference point for formulating new design models for volleyball teams.

The results from the evaluation of efficiency are presented in Table 4, including the mean values of activity, efficiency and the reliability of sets performed at various tempos, and indicate a relationship between the accepted criteria and the efficiency of the examined teams, such as:

- the slower tempo, the lower reliability of the set, as the reliability of sets performed at the 3rd tempo was 0.32, in the 2nd tempo – 0.48, and in the 1st tempo – 0.61
- the ratio of the number of sets performed in each of the tempos was respectively: 1st tempo – 21%, 2nd tempo – 48% and 3rd tempo – 31%, and the ratio of the number of effective sets performed at

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>National team</th>
<th>Brazil</th>
<th>Russia</th>
<th>Serbia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of points scores in direct competition</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set ratio (won : lost)</td>
<td>6 : 3</td>
<td>4 : 3</td>
<td>2 : 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place and points in FIVB ranking in 2010 [23]</td>
<td>1st place 247.5 points</td>
<td>2nd place 185 points</td>
<td>4th place 167.75 points</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. The classification of sets used by professional men's volleyball teams

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of play</th>
<th>Description of the types of play</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Attack in two-player sets at the first tempo</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>short, attack by the middle player in the first tempo situated approx. 1 m before the playmaker</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Diagram showing a short attack by the middle player in the first tempo situated approx. 1 m before the playmaker" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>short from the back, attack of the middle player at the first tempo situated approx. 1 m behind the playmaker</td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Diagram showing a short attack from the back" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>short shifted, attack of the middle player at the first tempo situated approx. 3 m in front of the playmaker</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Diagram showing a short shifted attack" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Attack in three-player sets at the second tempo – left attack</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>left attack – short, execution of the attack from the left side of the attack field, the middle player pretends to hit a short attack, or left attack – short shifted, execution of the attack from the left side of the attack field, the middle player simulates a short shifted attack</td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Diagram showing a left attack – short" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>left attack – short from the back, execution of the attack from the left side of the attack field, the middle player pretends a short attack from the back</td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Diagram showing a left attack – short from the back" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Attack in three-player sets at the second tempo – right attack</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>right attack – short, execution of the attack from the right side of the attack field, the middle player pretends to hit a short attack, or right attack – short shifted, execution of the attack from the right side of the attack field, the middle player pretends short attack</td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Diagram showing a right attack – short" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>right attack – short from the back, execution of the attack from the right side of the attack field, the middle player pretends to hit short attack from the back</td>
<td><img src="image7" alt="Diagram showing a right attack – short from the back" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Attack in three-player sets at the second tempo – attack by the right defence</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>right defence attack – short, execution of the attack from the right side of the defence field, the middle player pretends to hit a short attack or attack right defence – short shifted, execution of the attack from the right side of the attack field, the middle player pretends to hit a short attack</td>
<td><img src="image8" alt="Diagram showing a right defence attack – short" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attack right defence – short from the back, execution of the attack from the right side of the defence field, the middle player pretends to hit a short attack</td>
<td><img src="image9" alt="Diagram showing a attack right defence – short from the back" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Attack in the three-player sets at the second tempo – attack by the defence middle player, the so-called pipe play

pipe in front of the playmaker – short, execution of the attack from the middle of the defence field on the left side of the middle player, the middle player pretends to hit short attack

pipe in front of the playmaker – short shifted, execution of the attack from the middle of the defence field between the middle play and playmaker, the middle player pretends to hit short shifted attack

pipe behind the playmaker – short, execution of the attack from the middle of the defence field behind the playmaker, the middle player pretends short attack, or

pipe behind the playmaker – short shifted, execution of the attack from the middle of the defence field behind the playmaker, the middle player pretends to hit a short shifted attack

Attack after setting the ball at the third tempo in two-player team play

execution of the attack after setting of the ball by the playmaker or other player:
– from the left side of the attack field, or
– right side of the attack field, or
– middle of the defence field, or
– right side of the defence field

It is worth noting that the Brazilian team, ranked as the most effective, played to the smallest extent in the 1st tempo and achieved a high reliability.

Analysis of the importance of synergies in terms of the examined teams’ sports efficiency

In order to summarise the results in terms of the efficiency of team play in creating a scoring situation in volleyball, the indices used to assess the use of synergies in sets were analysed. They were analysed by determining the basis of the ratio of the number of individual types of actions performed at various tempos by each team.

The index of applying synergies \( W_{ss} \) was calculated by comparing the activity \( A \) of the teams in performing the various sets, and was:

\[
\text{Brazil} \quad W_{ss} = \left( \frac{27}{61} + \frac{18}{61} + \frac{27}{18} \right) : 3 = 0.75
\]

\[
\text{Russia} \quad W_{ss} = \left( \frac{30}{49} + \frac{26}{49} + \frac{30}{26} \right) : 3 = 0.76
\]

each tempo was, respectively: 1st tempo – 28%, 2nd tempo – 50% and 3rd tempo – 22% – both the activity and the efficiency were dominated by the sets performed in the 2nd tempo, constituting 50% of all attempts – the activity of the sets performed in the 3rd tempo was slightly higher than the number of the effective ones and was 31% to 22%, respectively

We then analysed the differences of the activity, efficiency and reliability of performing the two-player and three-player sets at various tempos by the volleyball teams. A comparison of the values presented in Table 5 illustrates the activity, efficiency, as well as the indices values of coordination reliability of sets played at various tempos allows us to define certain trends of actions determining sports efficiency in volleyball, including:
– the activity and efficiency of the sets in the 2nd tempo increased with the growth of efficiency of the examined teams
– however, for the sets performed in the 3rd tempo, we observe the contrary, where the activity and efficiency of team play decreased with an increase in efficiency
The indices of using synergies ($W_{ss}$) were determined by similar principles, by adding up the numbers of the effective sets performed at various tempos, finding:

- **Brazil**
  \[ W_{ss} = \left( \frac{6}{31} + \frac{11}{31} + \frac{6}{11} \right) : 3 = 0.36 \]

- **Russia**
  \[ W_{ss} = \left( \frac{10}{27} + \frac{16}{27} + \frac{10}{16} \right) : 3 = 0.53 \]

- **Serbia**
  \[ W_{ss} = \left( \frac{18}{18} + \frac{15}{16} + \frac{18}{15} \right) : 3 = 1.01 \]

Interpreting the indices values of the application ($W_{ss}$) and utilization ($W_{ws}$) of synergies finds that the increase in efficiency leads to an increase in the level of synergies used in creation scoring situations in volleyball. This is confirmed by the indices values of both activity and efficiency and the diagnostic ability of the synergy utilization index, determined by the efficiency of the sets at various tempos, and is higher than the diagnostic ability of the application index determined using the activity of team play.

The fact that the values of both the synergy application ($W_{ss}$) and utilization ($W_{ws}$) indices approached zero indicates the ever greater application and use of three-player sets performed in the 2nd tempo within the game space. On the other side of the spectrum an opposite trend was found with the values approaching one or exceeding it by the teams with lower efficiency (see the Serbian team), which indicates the decreasing importance of less complex sets performed in the 1st tempo, and in particular in the 3rd tempo.

**Discussion**

By recognizing the results of other studies seeking to identify the efficiency of a sports team, understood as the components of efficiency by players that are relatively isolated from one other, a research procedure was proposed that took into consideration a number of aspects, such as the system-based and situational dimension of the game, a pragmatic perception of the

---

**Table 3. The efficiency of team play for the examined teams**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team name</th>
<th>Effectiveness criteria</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>team play activity (number)</td>
<td>team play efficiency (number)</td>
<td>team play reliability (index)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serbia</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean value</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4. The efficiency of team play in sets performed at various attack tempos**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tempo of team play in the set</th>
<th>Effectiveness criteria</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>team play activity</td>
<td>team play efficiency</td>
<td>team play reliability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>number</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5. The efficiency of sets at various tempos performed by the teams**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team play tempo</th>
<th>Team name</th>
<th>activity</th>
<th>efficiency</th>
<th>reliability</th>
<th>activity</th>
<th>efficiency</th>
<th>reliability</th>
<th>activity</th>
<th>efficiency</th>
<th>reliability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Serbia</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
research, and in particular the obtained results and their interdisciplinary dimension. The scope and type of the research presented in this study takes an innovative approach with entirely different perception of team play than the one found in above-mentioned studies and produces an original research methodology.

A sports team is treated by Panfil [21] as an integral and dynamic system in which we can distinguish social and material influences and relationship which appear in various levels of synergy, all of which were different among each of the competing teams.

The dominant importance of synchronization and coordination forces the players to treat working together as a quality of its own, as it is not possible to identify the size of an individual’s contribution to that of players cooperating together to achieve a common result. The action components are so interdependent that we can perceive the joint effort of the players as a separate entity. Therefore, looking for a higher efficiency of an action or, on the contrary, registering its inefficiency, the synchronization and coordination of actions should be analysed together rather than by their individual dimension. Thus, the efficiency of fast play depends to the same extent on the playmaker their individual dimension. Therefore, the efficiency of executing these sets, each player is evaluated individually, ignoring the dependencies between their actions which form two-player or three-player wholes.

Ignoring the joint responsibility for the result achieved by a specific team play by pointing to only a select group of player, as well as evaluating their performance by a specific action on the efficiency of another player who could not have influenced its result, such as when one player assists another, only confuses the players, makes self-evaluation more difficult, and reduces motivation in general as well as in playing together. That is why an assessment on the efficiency of two-player and three-player cooperation should concern itself with the level of synergies, and, in particular, synchronization and coordination.

It should be noted that although the creation of a scoring situation is undoubtedly the most basic component of volleyball, others, such as serving, playing in a block and the mistakes made by opposing team are also important components of the game which can influence efficiency. Therefore, the formulation of clear conclusions could only be possible after analysing the above-mentioned game components.

**Conclusions**

The results obtained in the course of this analysis allow us to answer the formulated research questions on what specific determinants exist in playing volleyball at the championship level.

1. The efficiency of team play (i.e. activity, efficiency and reliability) in resolving offense plays, considered due to the scope of performing certain sets with two and three players, performed at various tempos, did not significantly differentiate in the studied teams.

2. Sets performed at the 2nd tempo were the most dominant in the more effective volleyball teams and were carried out by a group of three players. The highest reliability was observed in the interaction of two players who carried out sets at the 1st offense tempo. The activity of the players and the efficiency of using the sets performed at the 2nd tempo increased with an increase in the efficiency of the examined teams, while for sets performed at the 3rd tempo, the activity and effi-
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